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Man the Balloon was first produced by the Melbourne Theatre 
Company on the 9th January, 2001 in The Fairfax Theatre, Victorian 
Arts Centre, Melbourne, Australia, with the following cast: 
 

ELLIOT    Luke Elliot 
MAYOR/DOCTOR  Julie Forsyth 
FATHER/HECTOR  Francis Greenslade 
NADIA    Christen O’Leary 
WALDO/DEREK   Richard Piper 
FANNY    Jane Turner 
MALARKEY/HERB  Ross Williams 

 
Directed by Simon Phillips 
Set design by Shaun Gurton 
Costume design by Anna French 
Lighting design by David Murray 
Music by Ian McDonald 
 
Man the Balloon was commissioned by the Melbourne Theatre 
Company, a department of The University of Melbourne, with 
assistance from the Australia Council and Arts Victoria. 
 
The author would like to thank: Simon Phillips; Peter Matheson; 
Melbourne Theatre Company; the original cast; and all involved 
assisting the development of this play. 
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CHARACTERS 
 
ELLIOT RUMBLE, the balloonist 
NADIA POPOV, the artist 
FANNY FRY, the neighbour 
FATHER PAGAN, the priest 
MAYOR FLUMMERY, the mayor 
CHIEF MALARKEY, the policeman 
DOCTOR HINDENBURG, the analyst 
HECTOR, the waiter 
DEREK FRY, the florist 
HERB RUMBLE, the butcher 
WALDO, the guru 
 
SETTING 

 
A small town in the middle of nowhere: timeless, placeless. A Town 
Square, surrounded by a café, florist, doctor, butcher, police station 
and newspaper office. Upstage centre, a cracked church steeple with 
a door, clock face and a ladder leading to a sign: ‘Population 111’. 
A street lamp, park bench with a headrest at one end and an 
unfinished statue covered with a cloth. Under it, the sculpted lower 
legs of a woman and a plaque: ‘Mayor Flummery’. A stairwell 
entrance to an underground train station and, high on a wall, a 
faded billboard of a man’s eyes with the words ‘Coming Soon’. The 
ground is strewn with ochre leaves. 
  
PLAYWRIGHT’S NOTE 
 
Eleven characters can be played by a cast of seven with dual roles: 
Malarkey/Herb, Mayor/Doctor, Waldo/Derek and Father Pagan/ 
Hector. The production challenge of people blowing up on stage 
may be realised through illusion, pyrotechnics, smoke machines and 
sound effects. Or a simple theatrical device, with stylised lighting 
and sound, where the character tosses a handful of ash in the air or 
bursts a black balloon to signal their demise. The pigeons are 
intended as mime with sound effects. 
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[ACT ONE] 

SCENE ONE 

The clock is illuminated: twelve o’clock. Sound of loud ticking and 
clock bell chimes until the clock suddenly grinds to a halt during the 
sixth chime. Silence. Spotlight on ELLIOT. He wears a crumpled old 
suit. Sound of the wind. 

ELLIOT: So all I really know is that the clock stopped... Then the 
wind blew up… Then her dress blew up… And then she blew up. 

Sound of loud explosion; bursting and a woman’s scream.  

SCENE TWO 

A woman’s pair of fat lower legs stand smouldering. Her body is 
gone. CHIEF MALARKEY—wearing a police motorbike helmet—holds 
back FANNY, DOCTOR HINDENBURG and HECTOR, who has a broom 
in hand. They all stare.  

MALARKEY: Move along please! Move along! There’s nothing to see 
here.  

DOCTOR, FANNY & HECTOR: Yes, there is.  
MALARKEY: There’s nothing to see here apart from disembodied 

legs. 
FANNY: It’s definitely Rosemary Rumble. I recognise those fat 

stumps.  
HECTOR: Would it have killed her to pay her bill first?!  

He sweeps furiously.   
DOCTOR: Hector! What did we talk about?  
HECTOR: [doing his breathing exercise] “Breathing in, I know that 

anger is here. Breathing out, I know that anger will disappear.”  
MALARKEY: I’m going to have nightmares about this, Doctor. 
DOCTOR: Well, you’re in luck, Malarkey. A vacancy’s just come up 
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for my one o’clock. 
She returns to her coffee at the table. 

FANNY: [calling] Will you look at the shoes she was wearing, Derek.  
I wouldn’t be caught dead in those… 

DEREK is at his window. 
DEREK: [calling] One can only hope, dear. 
MALARKEY: Oh, the humanity… 

He quietly sobs. 
HECTOR: Stop your blubbering! 

He violently smacks MALARKEY’s helmet. 
DOCTOR: Hector! 
HECTOR: [doing his breathing exercise] “Breathing in”—  
DOCTOR: What’s this in my coffee?  
HECTOR: What? 
DOCTOR: I think some of the deceased is in my latte. 
HECTOR: Oh, and guess who pays for that?! 

He grabs the coffee and leaves, grumbling. NADIA arrives in 
her black dress, under a parasol.  

FANNY: Here she comes, already dressed for the funeral. 
NADIA: What’s all the commotion? I was trying to sleep. 
FANNY: It’s midday.  
NADIA: I’m an artist. I was burning the midnight oil on a profound 

poem, if you must know. Didn’t get to bed until well after 
eleven. 

FANNY: If sleeping all day makes you an artist, my cat should be 
wearing a beret and living off a government grant. 

NADIA: I happen to suffer for my art, Fanny.  
FANNY: Not as much as we do. 
NADIA: Can I help it if I have a deep and abiding fascination with 

the human condition? 
MALARKEY: Rosemary Rumble just blew up, Nadia. 
NADIA: I mean, is everyone so self-absorbed you can’t even ask me 

to recite my poem?  
DOCTOR: Ooh, I’m late for my twelve o’clock. 

She gets up to leave.  
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NADIA: Doctor? I felt so much better after yesterday’s session. I 
think I’ve finally overcome my self-esteem issues. 

DOCTOR: Self-esteem is so important, Nadia. And it’s something 
you’re terrible at.  

NADIA: [breaking down] If only I knew why... 
DOCTOR: I’ll schedule another appointment.   
NADIA: Thank you. 
DOCTOR: I’m here to help. 

She departs.  
NADIA: Has anyone told Elliot about this? 
MALARKEY: I wouldn’t know what to say, Nadia. 
FANNY: “Your mother just blew up”? Something along those lines? 
NADIA: I’ll compose something more poetic. 

She takes out her notebook. FATHER PAGAN arrives.  
FATHER: Where is she, Malarkey? 
MALARKEY: Over there, Father. [He points.] And over there… And 

there…  
FATHER: I’ll start with the feet. 

He kneels to bless the legs. MALARKEY bows his head.  
NADIA: [writing] “Dead mother dead mother 
 Fragments of you 
 Rest in pieces 
 Dead mother do.” 
FATHER: Excuse me, Nadia. Do you mind? This is the Lord’s work. 
NADIA: Does your work rhyme, Father? 

The MAYOR arrives.  
MALARKEY: Let the Mayor through! 
MAYOR: What’s happened here? 
FANNY: Rosemary Rumble blew up. 
MAYOR: Not in an election year!  
FANNY: Word around town is she was always full of hot air… 
MAYOR: If you can’t say anything nice, Fanny, don’t say anything at 

all. 
FANNY: You can’t expect me not to speak, Mayor.  
FATHER: [under his breath] This is a tragedy, Dorothy… 
MAYOR: Don’t I know it, Seth. Now Herb Rumble will get the 
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sympathy vote. 
She pops a pill in her mouth.  

FANNY: Can I just say, I give and I give to this community. Ask 
Derek. When I heard the news about Rosemary, I was beside 
myself.  

DEREK: [calling] Just what we need, dear… two of you. 
MAYOR: Let’s not get carried away. We need to keep a clear head 

and our feet on the ground.   
Everyone looks to the legs.  

FANNY: Has anyone noticed a coincidence here?  
She removes the cloth over the statue of the MAYOR’s legs. 

NADIA: Don’t touch, Fanny! It’s a work-in-progress.  
MAYOR: Nadia, you said you’d finish it last night.  
NADIA: I’ve got sculptor’s block.  
FANNY: Isn’t this a case of life imitating rather bad art? 
NADIA: Told you I was ahead of my time. People do respond 

viscerally to my work. 
MAYOR: This doesn’t look good. It implicates me. 
NADIA: Does the statue have to be of you? 
MAYOR: I don’t like to toot my own horn but this town is crying out 

for a monument and it might as well be our longest serving 
Mayor.  

MALARKEY: The resemblance is uncanny so far. 
MAYOR: Are you sure it captures the tone in my legs?  
NADIA: I will not be censored.  
MAYOR: My ankles don’t look fat, do they?  
FATHER: No, Dorothy, not fat… Plump… 

Sound of a distant rumble.  
NADIA: Does anyone hear that? 
MAYOR: What? 
FATHER: In the distance. 
DEREK: I think I can hear it… 

The rumble gets louder. The ground begins to shudder. 
FANNY: Is anyone expecting it? 
MAYOR: How could we? We don’t even have a timetable. 
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MALARKEY puts his ear to the ground.  
MALARKEY: I can’t hear anything. 
NADIA: Take your helmet off. 

Sound of an approaching train and a warning whistle. 
MALARKEY: I think I can hear something. 
FATHER: Do you think it’ll stop? 
MAYOR: This is the one. I can feel it in my bones. 
NADIA: Do you think it’s him? 
FANNY: He never comes. 
NADIA: He’s coming soon. 
MALARKEY: Maybe this time the train will stop? 

The train thunders by. Steam emanates from underground. 
MALARKEY’s helmet vibrates violently. Silence. Everyone is 
shaken and deflated. Nobody has noticed ELLIOT’s arrival. He 
holds a bundle of balloons. 

MAYOR: Why wouldn’t it stop? This is the best damn town in town.  
FATHER: Maybe something fell off onto the tracks for us. 

Everyone runs to the stairs, jostling.  
ELLIOT: [calling] The clock’s stopped. 

They all stop. 
ALL: Elliot! 
MAYOR: So, Elliot… Do you want the good news or the bad news? 
ELLIOT: The good. 
MAYOR: I’m afraid there isn’t any so we might as well move straight 

to the bad news. Malarkey? 
NADIA hands an anxious MALARKEY her poem and he hands 
it to ELLIOT. ELLIOT reads it then sees the legs and 
approaches. He hiccups. The MAYOR whispers to FANNY. 

 You’re his neighbour, say something nice… 
FANNY: So, Elliot… Do you have any idea why your mother would 

have bought those shoes? Obviously her torso is gone so maybe 
they went with the dress but to be honest I can’t imagine a dress 
that would go with those shoes… 

She sees the looks on the faces of the others.  
 What?  
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MALARKEY: Elliot, do you know if your mother wanted to be 
cremated? 

ELLIOT: Not while she was still alive. 
MAYOR: This is an unfortunate business, Elliot… 

She stands on the plinth to complete the statue effect with the 
sculpted legs. Everyone gathers to listen. 

 But we must now pull together. Spontaneous combustion is not 
what made this town great. It’s not how we do things around 
here… I’m sure this is only a minor hiccup… 

ELLIOT hiccups.  
 I don’t want to see us come apart at the seams and for all that 

I’ve achieved here as Mayor—including fairy lights in trees on 
all major boulevards—to go to pieces.  

ELLIOT: Does my dad know about this? 
FATHER: I’ll tell Herb. At a time like this one needs the platitudes of 

a priest… The Lord giveth and He taketh away… 
ELLIOT: Wish He’d make up his mind. 

Everyone solemnly looks to the legs. 
MAYOR: And to think that we were a real chance for this year’s Tidy 

Town Award.  
Sound of a clock bell’s chime. The townsfolk stop still. 
Spotlight on ELLIOT. Sound of pigeons cooing and flapping. 
He watches them fly away. 

ELLIOT: Gone. And so was she… mostly. It was like her feet were 
too afraid to leave the ground. If only I could take flight, watch 
the earth gently fall away beneath me, the serenity of a silent 
departure, the shadow of my balloon like an eclipse over this 
town. 

SCENE THREE 

The smouldering legs are gone. The MAYOR adjusts the population 
sign from ‘111’ to ‘110’. FATHER PAGAN reads his bible. FANNY 
watches DEREK tending flowers. ELLIOT stands with his balloons. 
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FANNY:  As I say, I didn’t know the poor woman particularly, but 
you just don’t know, do you? I mean, she cheated at bingo once 
and there was talk of an overdue library book, but who would 
have imagined this? Did you, Derek? 

DEREK: [calling] I can imagine your head on a rotisserie, dear. 
FANNY: Yes, I’m going to have to write a long letter about this.  

NADIA emerges from the DOCTOR’s. 
FATHER: Good session, Nadia? 
NADIA: Who knew I could be so compelling. The hour just flew by.  
FANNY: The doctor told me I have a fascinating subconscious. 
MAYOR: She told me I have a super ego. 
FANNY: Did I tell you about my session yesterday? 
ELLIOT: Excuse me, isn’t the whole point of seeing an analyst about 

your problems that you don’t have to bore other people with 
them? 

He hiccups. Everyone pops a pill, except ELLIOT. 
FATHER: Of course, you could all come to me for confession. 

Cheaper than analysis.  
NADIA: But you don’t have the couch, Father. 
FATHER: I did a course. Doctor Hindenburg is not even qualified. 
FANNY: It is such a comfortable couch. 
MAYOR: Wonderful lumbar support. 

Everyone murmurs agreement, except ELLIOT. 
ELLIOT: Have you told dad yet, Father? 
FATHER: I’m waiting for him to come out. 
NADIA: Do you want me to compose a poem? 
FATHER: Please, no. It’s just, I’m vegetarian. Herb’s slaughtering in 

there. 
MAYOR: You volunteered to tell him, Seth. 

FATHER PAGAN takes a deep breath and enters ‘Herb’s 
Butchery’.  

FANNY: He’s in for a shock. 
MAYOR: That this could happen in our town.  
NADIA: Makes you think, doesn’t it…?  
ALL: Mmm… 

Silence. 



If you’d like to continue reading this script, 
you’ll find it available for purchase at 

The definitive online destination for quality Australian playwriting.




